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Legislative Round-Up: Key Policy Debates for 2018
By Barrett Snider, Partner
Capitol Advisors Group
Legislative proposals have taken shape, and
we have identified some key themes in legislation that are of particular interest for small
school districts. The following (in no specific
order) is a review of some of the key policy debates emerging
before the Legislature in 2018:
1. Guns and School Safety
In response to the recent school shootings in California and other
parts of the country, legislators are responding with various proposals related to guns and school safety. Among these proposals, three bills of particular interest address guns on campuses
and school safety.
•

AB 1747 (Rodriguez) - School safety plans. This bill would
require the schoolsite council to consult with other first
responder entities in the writing and development of the
comprehensive school safety plan, and would require the
comprehensive school safety plan and any updates made to
the plan to be shared with the law enforcement agency and
the other first responder entities. The bill would require tactical responses to criminal incidents to include procedures
related to individuals with guns on school campuses and at
school-related functions.

•

AB 2067 (Gallagher) - School safety: armed security guards.
Would require a school district to hire or contract with at
least one armed school resource officer, authorized to carry
a loaded firearm, at each school of the school district.

•

AB 2318 (Flora) – Gun-free school zone. This bill would authorize a person who holds a valid concealed carry license

In this issue: 

who is carrying the firearm described in the license to, from,
or in a church, synagogue, or building used as a place of worship on the groups of a public or private school providing
instruction in kindergarten or grades 1 to 12, inclusive, if the
person has the written permission of the school authority.
2. Homeschool Affidavits
The Turpin case in Perris, California (Riverside County), alleges
years of neglect, abuse, and torture of 13 children by their parents while enrolled in a homeschool. Currently, there is virtually
no state oversight of homeschools in California.
Current law requires a person, firm, association, partnership, or
corporation offering private schooling to annually file an affidavit with the State Superintendent, setting forth specified information relating to the school. Once the affidavit is received and
processed, there is no requirement that the state oversee the
welfare of children enrolled in those schools.
The Turpin case had prompted one substantive bill to increase
oversight of these schools but recent amendments to the bill
have pulled back on this oversight.
•

AB 2756 (Medina) - Private schools: home schools: filing.
This bill was originally drafted to require local fire departments to inspect any entity that files a private school affidavit
with the Department of Education, including conventional or
traditional private schools, private school satellite programs,
private online or virtual schools, parents, guardians, or other
individuals who operate a private home school, and certified
nonpublic nonsectarian schools. However, the bill has since
been amended to remove that requirement and now simply
requires the entity filing an affidavit to declare what type of
private school it is.
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•

3. Medical Cannabis at Schools
Prompted by pleas from families like this one from Santa Rosa,
California lawmakers are exploring options for allowing parents
to administer medically necessary cannabis-derived products
to children with severe medical conditions. The issue is complicated by conflicting state and federal laws around the legality of
marijuana.
A proposal from Senator Jerry Hill (D-San Mateo) would give local
school boards the option to adopt a local policy to allow parents
to administer medical cannabis, under limited circumstances.
•

SB 1127 (Hill) - Pupil health: administration of medicinal
cannabis: schoolsites. Would authorize the governing boards
to adopt a policy that allows a parent or guardian to possess
and administer to a pupil who is a qualified patient entitled
to the protections of the medicinal cannabis act, excluding in
a smokeable or vapeable form, at a schoolsite. The bill would
also authorize the policy to be rescinded for any reason.

4. Future Funding for LCFF Base Grants vs. Supplemental
and Concentration Grants
With Governor Brown’s proposal to fully fund the Local Control
Funding Formula (LCFF) in 2018-19, the Legislature is gearing-up
for a conversation regarding the future of education funding in a
post-LCFF transition world.

5. Career Technical Education (CTE)
Having reached the final year of state-level funding for the Career
Technical Education Incentive Grants Program, Governor Brown
has proposed creating a new CTE program at the California Community Colleges and providing $212 million in annual funding.
His proposal was met with swift disdain from Democratic and Republican members of the Legislature. As an alternative, Assembly Members from both parties have joined with Assembly Education Committee Chairman Patrick O’Donnell (D-Long Beach)
to offer an alternative proposal to keep the program within K-12
schools and fund it at $500 million for three years.
•

Assembly Member Al Muratsuchi (D-Torrance) has introduced a
bill to focus those conversations on increasing the base grants
of LCFF, and in doing so also increasing the supplemental and
concentration grants for low income, English learner, foster, and
homeless students.
Another proposal by Assembly Member Shirley Weber (D-San
Diego) would change the definition of “unduplicated pupils” to
include “a pupil who is included in the lowest performing subgroup or subgroups” based upon the math and English language
arts scores from the most recent administration of the state assessment. The change is contingent upon a budget appropriation for this purpose in the Budget Act or other statute.
The crux of this debate will center around whether to the use
future growth in the Proposition 98 guarantee to increase the
LCFF base grants (which would also increase supplemental and
concentration grants) or only increase the supplemental and
concentration grants. Ultimately, these debates will likely end up
in the state budget negotiations.
•

SSDA

AB 2635 (Weber) - Education finance: local control funding
formula: supplemental grants: lowest performing pupil
subgroup or subgroups. This bill would, commencing with
the 2018–19 fiscal year, adjust the definition of “unduplicated pupils” to include pupils who are included in the lowest
performing subgroup or subgroups, based on the most recently available mathematics or language arts results on the
California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress.
The bill would require the Superintendent of Public Instruction to annually identify the lowest performing pupil subgroup or subgroups.

AB 1743 (O’Donnell) - California Career Technical Education Incentive Grant Program. Current law establishes
the California Career Technical Education Incentive Grant
Program (CTEIG), with the purpose of encouraging and
maintaining the delivery of career technical education
programs during implementation of the school district
and charter school local control funding formula. This bill
would extend funding for the CTEIG Program at $500 million per year and establish funding of $12 million per year
for regional technical assistance.

6. Teach for America Ban
Assembly Member Christina Garcia (D-Bell Gardens) has targeted Teach for America with an all-out ban on Teach for America
teachers at any school with more than 40 percent low income
students. Many school districts, county offices of education, and
charter schools rely on Teach for America to provide instruction
to students. While the bill will be controversial, it is unclear if it
will advance as the author is currently absent from the Assembly
pending an investigation into multiple sexual harassment claims
against the lawmaker.
•

AB 2808 (Muratsuchi) - Education finance: local control
funding formula: funding increase. This bill would specify
new, higher base funding target amounts for the 2019–20
fiscal year, which would also increase the supplemental and
concentration grant amounts and result in various other
changes to funding calculations for purposes of the local
control funding formula.
Page 2

AB 2082 (Garcia) - Teach for America teachers: assignment prohibition in low-income schools. The measure
would prohibit, commencing with the 2019–20 school year,
Teach for America teachers from being assigned to teach
at any California public school, including a charter school,
which has at least 40 percent of its pupils being from lowincome families.
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from engaging in practices inconsistent with net neutrality,
including through 4 described means.

7. English Learners
The debate surrounding the educational placement of students
identified as English Learners (ELs) has found a powerful ally in
Assembly Member Patrick O’Donnell. He has introduced a bill
to prohibit schools from denying ELs from participating in the
school’s standard program.
•

AB 2735 (O’Donnell) - English learners: participation in
standard instructional program. Would specify that, except as provided, a middle or high school pupil who is classified as an English learner and scores at any proficiency
level on the assessment of English language development
shall not be denied participation in a school’s standard instructional program, by being denied enrollment in specified courses, including, courses required for graduation
and college admission.

8. Grade 11 Alternative Assessment
A bill by Assembly Member O’Donnell continues the debate
around the ability of schools to offer an alternative assessment
in Grade 11 from the currently required state assessment. The bill
is sponsored by the California School Boards Association (CSBA).
•

AB 1951 (O’Donnell) - Pupil assessments: Pathways to College Act. Would require the State Superintendent to approve
a nationally recognized high school assessment that a local
educational agency, may, at its own discretion, administer,
commencing with the 2019–20 school year, and each school
year thereafter, in lieu of the consortium summative assessment in English language arts and mathematics for grade 11.

The debate to expand early learning options for children prior to
Kindergarten continues with a bill by Assembly Budget Subcommittee for Education Finance Chair, Kevin McCarty (D-Sacramento).
•

AB 1754 (McCarty) - Pre-K for All Act of 2018. This bill would
require the state to provide all 4-year-old children who meet
eligibility requirements with access to early care and education programs.

11. Geographical restrictions on non-classroom based
charter schools
Last year, the State Supreme Court issued a ruling in Anderson
UHSD v. Shasta Secondary Home School, which restricted nonclassroom based charter schools placement of “resource centers”
in districts outside of the authorizing school district’s geographic
boundaries. In response, Assembly Education Committee ViceChair Kevin Kiley (R-Rocklin) has introduced a bill to change the
law to allow this practice for charter schools needing to fulfill
state educational mandates.
•

AB 2011 (Kiley) - Charter schools: facilities used for fulfilling state educational mandates: geographical restrictions.
This bill would exempt a charter school facility from the
geographical restrictions that would otherwise apply if all
of the pupils attending the charter school attend through
nonclassroom-based instruction and the facility is used for
purposes of fulfilling state educational mandates.

12. Elimination of COLA for public retirees

9. Net Neutrality
In another front on the war between California and the Trump
Administration, Senators Kevin de León (D-Los Angeles) and
Scott Weiner (D-San Francisco) introduced bills that are intended
to impose Obama-era Net Neutrality rules on internet service
providers in California.
•

SB 460 (de León) - Communications: broadband Internet
access service. While technically introduced last year, de
León recently amended this bill to revise the law to prohibit
action to limit access by an Internet service provider that provides broadband Internet access service.

•

SB 822 (Wiener) - Broadband Internet access service.
Would state the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation
to effectuate net neutrality in California utilizing the state’s
regulatory powers and to prevent Internet service providers

SSDA

10. Pre-K for All

With increased attention on the state’s growing public pension
obligations, proposals to address the problem are not in short
supply. One proposal, in particular, will raise concerns by school
administrators, teachers, and other public employees.
•

SB 1031 (Moorlach) - Public employees’ retirement: cost-ofliving adjustments: prohibitions. The bill would eliminate
post-retirement cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) for all public employee retirees in CalPERS or CalSTRS in any year when
the pension system’s unfunded liability exceeds 20 percent
(the current unfunded liability is about 30 percent). Under
existing law, school employees receive an annual 2 percent
COLA on their CalPERS and CalSTRS retirement benefits.

Capitol Advisors will continue to monitor these issues as well as
keep an eye out for any new hot topics that might emerge as the
legislative session moves forward.
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The Governor, Senate Seek
Greater Fiscal Transparency
By Gerald C. Shelton, Partner
Capitol Advisors Group
When Capitol Advisors Group
held our budget workshops earlier in January, we spoke about
the Governor’s apparent interest
in the connection between local
educational agency (LEA) budgets and LCAPs. This interest is
clear from the summary of his proposed budget, where the
Governor had included the following statement:
“To improve fiscal transparency and complement the
new accountability system, the Budget proposes requiring local educational agencies to show how their
budget expenditures align with the strategies detailed
in their Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAPs)
for serving students generating supplemental grants.
The Budget also proposes calculating and reporting on
a single website the total amount of supplemental and
concentration funding provided to each local educational agency under the LCFF.”
After the release of the budget in January, we asked the
Governor’s Department of Finance (DOF) to clarify what
was being proposed — especially in the light of the requirement as part of the current LCAP Template that already requires budget expenditures (both budgeted and actual) to
be linked to Actions/Services (both planned and actual) for
each Goal and Action. Immediately following the release
of the budget, DOF stated that more clarification would be
forthcoming in the form of Budget Trailer Bill language (TBL)
that would be available at a later time. Budget Trailer Bills
make the statutory changes necessary to implement the
budget and its related proposals.
Now that the TBL is available and, remembering that, at this
point in time, this is still a proposal and not law, the following
points can be pulled from the language:
1.	 The Governor’s vision is to have each LCAP include a summary document showing how those budget expenditures link to each action/service for each goal.
2.	 The State Board of Education (SBE) is charged with developing a template for that summary, and adopt it in an
open public meeting, by the end of January 2019.
SSDA

3.	 The summary would be required to include an estimate
of the funds apportioned for use to improve or increase
services for unduplicated pupils (i.e., estimates of funds
apportioned for the Supplemental and Concentration
Grants under LCFF).
4.	 This requirement on an LEA’s LCAP would not be effective
until the LCAP Annual Update for the 2019-20 school year.
Though the one-year delay (see point 4 above) in implementing this proposal is laudable, the other three points
may raise some concern. According to one comment from
the Administration, the need for this summary document
(see point 1 above) arises from the length and density of
the LCAP itself. In other words, it is difficult for those who
want to track how budget expenditures tie to LCAP Actions
to “wade through” a long LCAP to pull out this information.
That does not seem to be a concern related to a lack of information available in the LCAP, but instead is related to the inconvenience in accessing that information. That may or may
not be a sufficient argument for imposing the burden of an
additional mandate on LEAs.
In addition, charging the SBE with the development of this
template (see point 2 above) leaves some uncertainty as to
what LEAs will actually be required to provide, and that uncertainty makes it more difficult to analyze how burdensome
this requirement will actually be. More clarity in the proposed
statutory language that provided the SBE with clearer direction and boundaries would be more attractive.
Finally, the requirement that the summary include an estimate of the funds apportioned for the Supplemental and
Concentration Grants under LCFF (see point 3 above) actually
becomes moot if the Governor’s proposal to fully fund LCFF
in the 2018-19 budget is implemented (this is a very likely outcome of the budget). The concern leading to this proposed
requirement seems to stem from complaints that some LEAs,
using the SBE’s process for calculating the “Proportionality
Percentage” (that proportion of LCFF funding during the LCFF
transition — or “gap” — years that was required to be used
to increase or improve services for unduplicated pupils), have
underspent relative to that percentage. However, once LCFF
is fully implemented the funding levels apportioned for each
LEA’s Supplemental and Concentration Grants will be an exact
and known amount. In other words, these amounts will not be
estimated by the proportionality calculation, but can be easily reported by the California Department of Education (CDE).
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Thus, if the Governor’s proposal on LCFF is approved,
then this requirement becomes moot.
Though it is unclear how the Governor’s fiscal transparency proposal will be received during budget hearings
in the Legislature and subsequent budget negotiations
between the Governor and the Legislature, we were provided some insight into the response from one house of
the Legislature in late February. On February 20th, the
California State Senate announced its proposal to add
$1 billion to LCFF base grant funding and $200 million in
corresponding supplemental and concentration grants
to the Governor’s 2018-19 LCFF proposal. That proposal
also includes a simplified, and likely less burdensome, alternative to the Governor’s fiscal transparency proposal.
The Senate fiscal transparency proposal centers on a onepage template that asks for:
1.	 The amount of funding received for the Supplemental and Concentration Grant (recognizing that these
funding levels could be pre-populated on the form
by the CDE)
SSDA

2.	 Actual, as well as budgeted, Supplemental and Concentration Grant expenditure information at the aggregate level
3.	 An explanation, if necessary, as to why those budgeted expenditures exceeded actual expenditures,
and how the LEA increased or improved services to
unduplicated pupils, even though the full budgeted
amount was not actually spent
The approach proposed by the Senate has the advantage
of providing additional fiscal transparency, while at the
same time imposing much less administrative burden on
LEAs.
The California State Assembly has yet to weigh in on this
issue but we still have a little ways to go before final approval of the 2018-19 budget. We will be tracking and reporting on this issue, as well as many other budget proposals, through the budget hearing process this spring.
We also encourage you to attend our May Revision Budget Perspective Workshops around the state in late May,
where we will provide a fuller update on this as well as
other budget issues.
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Horace Mann has Solutions for Issues
Affecting School Districts
Founded by Educators for Educators® more than 70 years
ago, Horace Mann understands the challenges educators
and school districts face on a daily basis. That’s why we
developed a full line of solutions to help both inside and
outside of the classroom.
Our value-added programs and products benefit educators and school districts alike. Getting school employees
on the path to financial success helps districts increase
teacher retention, improve productivity and morale,
and lower benefit costs. We help educators identify savings in their current monthly budget to redirect to their
retirement, so they have more confidence in their financial strategy and are more likely to retire on time.

submit DonorsChoose.org projects and improve
their chances of getting those projects funded.
Challenge: Making ends meet
Data from the National Education Association shows educators are paid less than other professions with similar
degree requirements, and new educators may not have
implemented a solid budgeting strategy.
How Horace Mann helps: Financial Success
workshops
Financial Success workshops cover the financial
basics new educators need to know in order to
spend, budget and save wisely.

Challenge: Student loan debt

Challenge: Retirement readiness

According to Edvisors, the average college graduate has
more than $35,000 in student loan debt, which causes
some educators to reconsider their career choice.

Only 24 percent of Baby Boomers are confident they will
have enough savings to last through their retirement
years, and just 29 percent of Millennials are actively preparing for retirement, according to the Insured Retirement Institute. This can cause educators to work past the
typical retirement age.

How Horace Mann helps: Student Loan Solutions
Our no-cost workshops explain how to remove or
reduce monthly student loan payments and redirect any savings to other life goals.

How Horace Mann helps: State Teachers Retirement System workshops

Challenge: Out-of-pocket classroom spending
Most educators pay for classroom supplies and materials
out of their own pocket — on average, spending $500 a
year, according to the National School Supply and Equipment Association.

SSDA

Our workshops provide school employees with a
“big picture” view of how their state retirement
benefits and supplemental plans work together.

How Horace Mann helps: DonorsChoose.org
workshops and funding

To schedule a workshop or to learn more about helping
your employees get on the path to financial success, visit
or contact your local Horace Mann representative.

We are a national sponsor of DonorsChoose.org,
and offer workshops to teach educators how to

STRS workshop not available in Utah
TPA-0054
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Spark Your Students’
Passion for Learning With
Engaging Courses For Online
and Blended Learning

Fuel Education has helped more than 2,000
schools and districts across the nation ignite
those sparks with 500+ digital courses for
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• Core, Comprehensive, Honors and AP®
Find out how FuelEd

• Career and Technical Education

can help you light up

• World Languages

learning for each and

• ELL

every student—whether

• Credit Recovery

they are on the fast track
or falling behind—with
personalized online
and blended solutions.

CALL

844.879.3365

WEB

fueleducation.com
Copyright © 2017, Fuel Education LLC. All rights reserved.
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The U.S. Supreme Court Weighs the Fate of
“Fair Share” Union Dues in Janus v. AFSCME
By Derick Lennox
Legislative Counsel
Capitol Advisors Group

Roberts asked the union’s lawyer.

The United States Supreme Court
heard oral arguments at the end
of February in Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal County Employees (AFSCME), a case challenging the 40-year old doctrine that public employees
must pay “fair share” union dues, regardless of whether
they are members of the union. As the Court’s liberal and
conservative justices squared off, however, there was a
conspicuous silence from Justice Neil Gorsuch, who did
not ask a single question throughout the oral arguments.
The constitutionality of compulsory union dues was last
raised in 2016, when several California public school
teachers challenged fair share dues (also known as
agency fees) in Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association. Although a majority of justices appeared ready to
rule against the union, the Court had not issued an opinion when Scalia died in February 2016. The four-to-four
deadlock resulted in the lower court’s ruling, to uphold
fair share dues, being left in place.
Oral arguments revealed an ideological split, with a
potential compromise.
Justice Anthony Kennedy is often a key swing vote in
high-profile cases, but, on Monday, he made his position
clear: “what we’re talking about here,” Justice Kennedy
said with respect to agency fees, “is compelled justification and compelled subsidization of a private party, a private party that expresses political views constantly.”
Likewise, many of the Court’s conservatives expressed
incredulity over the distinction between a union’s advocacy around working terms and conditions, and political advocacy, which public employees can opt-out
of paying under current law. “How do negotiation over
wages not affect the state budget?” Chief Justice John
SSDA

If the Court tosses out compulsory union dues, a question remains about whether it will also jettison the much
older legal doctrine, the “duty of fair representation,”
which requires the union to represent all of its employees without discriminating against non-union members.
The duty of fair representation, and the risk of free riders,
is a major rationale behind the agency fees that pay for
core union activities, including contract administration,
employee grievances, and collective bargaining.
This time around, the Court’s conservative block was aided by the U.S. Solicitor General, who argued on behalf of
the United States government in favor of the challengers.
In Friedrichs, the Obama Administration’s Solicitor General sided with the union.
The Court’s liberal wing pushed back against the lawyer
representing the plaintiff, Mark Janus. Justice Elena Kagan questioned whether the challenger’s case was strong
enough to warrant invalidating the public employee contracts in “23 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,”
and “thousands of municipalities.” Justice Kagan speculated that “those contracts probably cover millions, maybe
up to over 10 million, workers.” California’s teachers and
classified employees constitute well over one million of
those workers.
This leaves Justice Gorsuch as the unlikely swing vote.
On the one hand, conservative jurisprudence has typically argued that public employees have few First Amendment rights — meaning Janus’s rights as an employee
do not surmount the statutorily authorized duties of the
union. Additionally, Justice Antonin Scalia had argued,
in a 1991 case, that without the ability to charge fees to
non-members, the duty of fair representation would impose undue costs on the union (more on this below).
On the other hand, Justice Gorsuch’s voting record may
speak more loudly than his silence at oral arguments. In
the 2016–17 Supreme Court term, Justice Gorsuch sided
100 percent of the time with Justice Clarence Thomas,
who is widely considered to be the most conservative
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The U.S. Supreme Court Weighs the Fate of
“Fair Share” Union Dues in Janus v. AFSCME
Continued from page 10

be understated. The same is true today as it was in 2016,
when we at Capitol Advisors wrote:

member of the high court.
The advocates representing AFSCME and Illinois indicated
an openness to a potential compromise, raised by Justice
Steven Breyer, which would require non-union members
to only pay for the activities that public sector unions are
obligated by state law to perform: wages, hours, working
conditions, etc. This second-best alternative would avoid
a complete rout by the Court’s conservatives, but was not
outwardly embraced by anyone other than some of the
Court’s liberal justices.
It was not lost on the union’s lawyers that Justice Gorsuch’s predecessor, Justice Scalia, had actually been the
conceptual architect of the compromise in a 1991 case
regarding faculty association union fees.
Unions prepare for loss, but impact on K-12 advocacy
remains uncertain.
“Unions fear that if Janus prevails, they will bleed operating funds to the point of ineffectiveness. There is some
evidence to support that notion,” Nina Totenberg writes
for NPR. “AFSCME — the union involved in this case —
conducted 600,000 one-on-one interviews with employees covered by AFSCME contracts and found that
35 percent would keep paying dues, 15 percent would
not, and half were ‘on the fence.’”
The 74 Million, an education-focused news outlet, has
similarly suggested that many public employee unions
are preparing for a loss in Janus. The California Teachers
Association had purportedly “warned activists to be prepared for membership losses as high as 30 percent to 40
percent,” while the National Education Association had
preemptively “modified its proposed budget for 2017–18
to include an estimated loss of 20,000 full-time equivalent members.”
Though the annual collective bargaining tussle might
lead some in school management to believe an antiunion ruling in Janus will level the playing field between
labor and management, the statewide impact on advocacy around educational funding in California cannot
SSDA

“A ruling against CTA would likely cause a drop-off in
their union (and other public sector unions) membership
and political underwriting strength. A full dues-paying
member of CTA pays approximately $1,000 per year to
the union. The rebate for non-union employees ranges
from about $350 to $400 per year. In sum, this adds up:
CTA raised over $173 million in dues during 2013 (a significant portion of which goes towards political work).
“But a dent in financial resources does not mean public
employee unions lose all political power. And for students
and education management entities, the loss to CTA
might disrupt the symbiosis between labor and management forged by allying on major political debates: funding in the annual Budget Act, education bond measures,
facilities financing, Proposition 30 taxes (and their extension), among others. A blow to CTA’s bankroll affects not
only Democrats and Democratic causes in the state, but
also the power to broadcast and advocate on behalf of
public education at large.”
Irrespective of the outcome in Janus, we are likely to see
similar arguments raised in Yohn v. California Teachers Association, a federal case that builds upon Janus and Friedrichs. In Yohn, the plaintiff teachers argue that the current opt-out process for teachers who do not want to
pay union political dues (about one-third of teachers’ full
union dues) is too burdensome to pass muster under the
First Amendment. The challenger in Yohn is represented
by the same libertarian nonprofit that represented California teacher Rebecca Friedrichs in 2016.
The Court’s opinion is expected no later than June
2018.
Historically, the Supreme Court has waited until late June
to release its most controversial opinions — i.e., the moments before the Justices depart for their summer break.
There’s no way to predict exactly when Janus will drop,
but if an opinion is published during the Court’s current
term, it will arrive before the end of June 2018.
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ED Suite
Utilizing the power of the Laserﬁche document management software,
the RMC EDSuite empowers your educational organization to review,
approve, reject and track processes that are critical to your success.

Educational Suite Workflows
Parent/Private driver:
Give school sites the ability to review, approve and instantly view
and track driver status.
• Reduce liability of expired Insurance, License, and Registration
• Increase visibility for school sites and available drivers
• Average schools save thousands of dollars by reducing the
number of hours reviewing and approving driver forms
HR Onboarding:
Automate your onboarding process for both credentialed and
non-credentialed employees.
• Online forms for data collecting
• Automate document tracking and routing
• Decrease the number of hours spent onboarding new employees
Expiration Assistant:
Notify Staff before documents and certifications expire.
• Automatically track documents that expire
• Track everything from teaching credentials to TB test
• Automatic notifications are sent out for expiring documents

Email: laserfiche@raymorgan.com - Phone: (530) 343-6065
Visit our New Education Solutions Website www.raymorgan.com/education/
Ray Morgan Company is a total business solutions company
specializing in Copiers, Printers, Managed IT Services, Document
Ray Morgan Company Management Services, Paperless Solutions, Managed Print Services,
BPO Business Process Outsourcing, and Pure Water Systems.
DOCUMENT TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
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